Finance Project and process manager
Hoist Finance is looking for a driven and skilled Project and process manager to strengthen
our Finance team in Stockholm.
Hoist Finance is a trusted debt restructuring partner to international banks. In plain language
this means that we purchase consumer bank loans that are not being repaid. In doing so, we
free up resources and reduce risk for our partners, the banks, contributing to a stable
financial system. We also support our customers, the debtors, in becoming debt-free
through what we call amicable settlements. Our aim is to find a realistic payment plan in an
open and respectful dialog with the customer, so they can get back on their feet with
dignity.
Hoist Finance employees are driven by a common purpose – to develop and foster long-term
relationships built on mutual trust. With high ethical standards, compliance with the
financial regulatory framework, and behaviour based on transparency and respect, we
ensure that we earn the trust of our stakeholders every day.
If these are things that make your heart beat a little faster, then maybe Hoist Finance is the
place for you.
The role
As a Project and process manager you will be part of the accounting team of the Swedish
parent company. You will be working closely together with Head of Accounting and have a
project role wide range of responsibilities.
As a Project and process manager you will coordinating, planning, participating in Finance
related projects, with the aim of improving internal procedures and increase the quality as
well as efficiency of the accounting processes. This includes automatizing manual processes
to increases the quality in our everyday work, such as improving the data flow from
underlying system. You will also participate in project to improve the internal control within

Parent accounting and support subsidiaries with similar processes to harmonise our internal
processes.
You will support Head of Parent accounting in miscellaneous question and take part in daily
operations in the Finance department; partly supervising colleagues in their daily work.
With the role comes responsibility for participate in delivering monthly financial statements
to Group Accounting according to IFRS. You will also participate in the work of interim
reporting and annual reporting from a Parent company perspective and drive parts of the
annual reporting for the group.
You have a prestige less attitude and a willingness to learn new things, and to always do
your best. Moreover, you have a drive to make a difference by always delivering high
qualitative work within the stipulated time frame. You work well both individually and in
teams, and value the opinion of colleagues. We are looking for someone who is analytical,
pays attention to details and perform work duties thoroughly and responsibly in a fast
growing business.
Main areas of responsibility
 Continuously improve Finance related processes
 Coordinating, planning, participating in Finance related projects on group level
 Ensure a high quality in internal control within the parent company
 Analyse and assure quality in monthly financial closing in accordance to IFRS and
continuously improve accounting processes for month end closing
 Participation in Interim and annual financial reporting work
 Planning audit with auditors in collaboration with Head of Accounting
Desired skills and experience
 Master degree in business and administration
 5 years of experience from working as an accountant
 Experience from the Financial services market is a merit
 Experience from project leading
 Good understanding of accounting processes and internal control
 Knowledge of IFRS and SFSA-regulation
 Experience from NAV is a merit
 Fluent in English and Swedish, both written and spoken.
 Good knowledge of Excel
Is Hoist Finance your next employer?
We offer you a fast-paced working environment at company headquarters in central
Stockholm. Working with smart, engaged colleagues driven by strong business ethics, you
will play an important role at Hoist Finance, and have the opportunity to develop your
career as the company continues to grow.
Hoist Finance has grown at a rate of 40% over the past three years, a strong trend supported
by the banks’ continuing trust in our services. Today Hoist Finance is represented in nine
European countries, with plans to expand into new countries and new asset classes. Hoist
Finance is listed on Nasdaq in the Nordic Mid Cap segment.

Your application
Interviews will be conducted continuously. For further questions about this service contact
Emma Zander (emma.zander@hoistfinance.com). As part of the recruitment process a
background check will be run on each of the final candidates.

